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The most thorough guide to Disneyland Park and Disney California Adventure Filled with revolutionary, field-tested touring plans
that can save 4 hours of waiting in line in a single day, The Unofficial Guide to Disneyland 2020 is the key to planning a perfect
vacation. Get up-to-date information on Disneyland Park and Disney California Adventure. Each attraction is described in detail
and rated by age group, based on a survey of more than 20,000 families. Whether you’re visiting Disneyland for a day or a week,
there is a plan for any group or family. Enjoy the rides, activities, and entertainment instead of wasting time standing in line.
4 stories in 1! Get ready for four spook-tacular adventures featuring your favorite Disney and Disney • Pixar characters! Maleficent
returns and casts a spell on the kingdom; Rapunzel and Pascal create spooky traditions in Rapunzel’s tower; Mike and Sulley
search for the culprit behind mysterious events at the Monstropolis parade; and Wreck-It-Ralph and Vanellope meet a
marshmallow ghost. Each of these stories is an ideal length for reading aloud in about five minutes—perfect for bedtime, storytime,
or anytime!
Start the family fun before you even pack your bags! The Hidden Magic of Walt Disney World Planner is more than just a place to
keep your important phone numbers and schedules. This all-the-fun-in-one journal is a celebration of the happiest place on
earth—and a peek inside its magic! With the help of this planner, you'll make exciting discoveries like where in Epcot to find Mickeyshaped tomatoes and the blink-and-you'll-miss-it eerie surprise on the Tower of Terror. In addition to these never-before-revealed
secrets, you'll also discover: The best places to stay and eat for every budget Scheduling strategies to cut your waiting time in long
lines Prime viewing spots for parades And hundreds more money- and time-saving (and fun-maximizing) tips Complete with
journal pages to record your memories, fold-out maps to help you find your way, and pockets to hold your keepsakes, The Hidden
Magic of Walt Disney World Planner helps you step into your own "Once Upon a Time" and make your Disney dreams come true!
A deluxe collection of empowering original short stories featuring your favorite Disney Princesses and Frozen Queens to mark the
Ultimate Princess Celebration. The Disney Princesses and Frozen Queens get an infusion of girl power with this empowering
collection of original stories that highlight each heroine's own acts of courage and kindness. Each story is accompanied by original
illustrations created by diverse artists from around the world. • Enjoy the Ultimate Princess Celebration from your own home with
this deluxe hardcover story collection • Features stories about all 12 Disney Princesses—plus two bonus stories about the Frozen
Queens! • Beautiful original illustrations featuring the Disney Princesses and Frozen Queens as you've never seen them before
Complete your story book collection with these fan-favorite, best sellers: • 5 Minute Girl Power Stories • 5 Minute Princess Stories
• Disney Princess Storybook Collection • Powers of a Girl
Celebrate your love of the CW’s hit show with the Supernatural 2019–2020 Weekly Planner, featuring graphic art inspired by the
most memorable characters and moments from the show. Following the 2019–2020 academic calendar (July–June), this
Supernatural Weekly Planner shows one week per spread, offering students plenty of room to track and record homework
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reminders, test dates, study sessions, and more. With vibrant graphics and imagery from the CW’s Supernatural throughout, this
is the perfect planner for students and hunters.
A New York Times Bestseller Doug the Pug is the king of pop culture. More than seven million adoring fans on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, and Snapchat can’t get enough of him. Doug spreads love everywhere he goes, and now with his literary
debut, he’s coming to living rooms around the world. It’s hard to find a more well-connected pup than Doug. He’s homies with
the hottest stars out there: Justin Bieber, Steven Tyler, Ed Sheeran, John Legend, and Chrissy Teigen, to name just a few. Did
you catch him in Fall Out Boy’s latest music video? Doug can ball with the best of them. He’s a rising star and everyone’s
favorite squishy face. Doug has made appearances at music festivals including Lollapalooza and the Billboard Hot 100 Music Fest,
but he doesn’t let fame go to his head. Doug is a humble pug, but the people have asked for more, so he’s obliged with this
awesome New York Times bestselling collection of photos. Doug is a fashion icon, a culinary gourmand, a music enthusiast, and
an all-around happenin’ guy. This book is just a sneak peek at some of his greatest adventures so far. From his furry heart to
yours, enjoy!
Cybele Moondragon is an unemployed English graduate student who is disillusioned with her life and tired of being in debt. She decides to
resurrect a matriarchal cult based on the pagan goddess Cybele in order to make a lot of money and empower men and women who are
stifled in more traditional, patriarchal religions. Cybele is joined in her quest by her best friend Janus Styx, a Psychology graduate student
who helps with the funding for the cult but, unknown to Cybele, manipulates vulnerable members of the cult for his own purposes. Gabriel
Anderson is an undercover investigative reporter who realizes he can get the inside scoop on the birth of a pagan cult in Winnipeg and its
possible links to eco-terrorism. Cybele slowly discovers that while she leads ceremonies in hopes of showing her followers the path to
spiritual enlightenment, Janus is playing a dangerous game of manipulation with his. Will Cybele succeed in resurrecting her life and ushering
a new matriarchal religion into the world or will she fall prey to Janus's machinations and become the scapegoat in his quest for power and
control? You'll have to read the book to find out.
Discover the world of Disney's new movie Raya and the Last Dragon in stickers! Dive straight into the action of the new Disney movie Raya
and the Last Dragon and get sticking! Featuring more than 100 colorful stickers, children can explore and learn all about the exciting world of
Disney's new animated movie as they play. From cool new characters to amazing locations, DK's bright, beautiful Disney Raya and the Last
Dragon: Ultimate Sticker Book is packed with fun facts about the movie and colorful images. The perfect activity book for children, come rain
or shine! Exploring themes of community and hope, and inspired by the beautiful and diverse cultures of Southeast Asia, the movie
introduces Raya, a lone warrior from the fantasy kingdom of Kumandra who teams up with a crew of misfits in her quest to find the Last
Dragon and bring light and unity back to their world. (c)2020 Disney
Spot the difference, solve the mazes, and complete all the great activities in this book from Dance Moms and Nickelodeon star JoJo Siwa.
Television star JoJo Siwa is a sweet and sassy teen with a can-do attitude who dazzles fans with her love of dance, bows, and her dog,
BowBow! JoJo knows that the key to a great life is to believe in yourself, and her fans can do just that in this brand-new coloring and activity
book. With 88 full-color pages packed with JoJo-inspired word searches, friendship quizzes, and designs, this book is the ultimate gift for
fans! JOJO SIWA is a social media sensation, singer, dancer, NY Times best-selling author, TV personality (Nickelodeon's Lip Sync Battle
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Shorties & Dance Moms) and Nickelodeon star. In addition to signing an overall talent agreement with Nickelodeon, she has a global line of
consumer products including her signature bows, accessories, apparel, toys, arts and crafts, cosmetics, home goods, bedding, publishing,
and party supplies. In spite of these early successes, JoJo's priorities remain at the core of her Nebraskan/Mid-Western upbringing and
grounded family values. A true ambassador of anti-bullying, JoJo continues to be a prominent and relatable role model for her countless fans,
with the strength and power in her message of celebrating individuality, keeping strong in the face of adversity, and never giving up.
Disney World Vacation Planner This is Travel Details, Planning Timeline, Vacation Budget, Choose Accommodations, Choose an Offer,
Choose Transportation House Sitter Notes, Disney Word Bucket List Disney Activities, Shopping List, Notes. For Adults and Kids Teens
Vacation Planner. Let go! Trip Plann
Celebrate the spirit of Christmas with this enchanting 64-page picture book complete with ribbon marker, featuring one story for each of the
25 days of December leading up to Christmas.
Whether you’re a film fanatic or just want to see a bit of Hollywood in your neighborhood, On Location: A Film and TV Lover’s Travel Guide
is the quintessential resource for visiting the locations of your favorite films or television series. In this guidebook, professional travel writer
and self-proclaimed film buff Lisa Iannucci takes you across the country with over a hundred profiles about the famous movie and television
locations from Star Trek to I Love Lucy. Add this book to your carry-on or toss it into your glove compartment and you’re ready to see some
of the iconic settings from the silver screen up close. On Location: A Film and TV Lover's Travel Guide also makes a perfect gift for road trips
or film trivia lovers!
Belinda and the 'Boring' Ballet Class (HC) By: Dani Tucci-Juraga Illustrated By: Nanad Antle Proceeds from the purchase this book are
donated as a scholarship to children who wish to dance.
Contains short articles on a variety of topics plus excerpts from several Disney stories.
From Moana's island of Motunui to Cinderella's castle and beyond, explore the worlds of your favorite Disney Princesses in this beautifully
illustrated, fun-filled storybook! Step into the Disney Princesses' most magical, memorable places and discover surprises and colorful details
on every page. Featuring charming scenes from twelve different worlds, this is the perfect book for every Princess fan! And w ith numerous
speech bubbles and words labeled in each scene, little readers can expand their vocabulary, too.
Disneystrology combines astrology, numerology, and the magic of movies to help readers understand their own personalities. Noted
astrologer Lisa Finander has identified 366 unique Disney character types everyone from Snow White to Wall-E and paired these characters
to corresponding birth dates. Readers born on November 9, for example, are typically exuberant, friendly, and youthful traits best exemplified
by Pinocchio. By contrast, readers born on February 22 are often powerful, principled, and determined the perfect words to describe King
Mufasa of The Lion King. Readers will also discover character profiles, compatible birthdays, tips for dealing with others, and much, much
more! Illustrated with hundreds of stills from more than 90 years of classic animation, Disneystrology is an entertaining tribute to the most
delightful characters in movie history
Learn how to sit, stay, and roll over with this fully illustrated, “delightful” guide to yoga starring man’s best friend (Shutterbug magazine).
Inspired by a friend’s mastiff who would imitate his master’s morning yoga routine, photographer Dan Borris created Yoga Dogs, a full-color
collection of forty-five different dogs and puppies doing human yoga poses. Don’t worry: No animals were harmed during the making of these
images; their extreme flexibility is the result of clever digital trickery. The curious, humorous, and distinctly original pictures are paired with
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useful information about the poses, as well as some funny canine meditations. “A fresh and highly entertaining visual treat,” Yoga Dogs is
perfect for any yogi of the two or four-legged variety (Shutterbug magazine).
Penned by the very first crayon activist, Bellen Woodard, this picture book will tug at readers' heartstrings and inspire them to make a
difference! When Bellen Woodard's classmates referred to the "skin colored" crayon, she realized they needed to understand that there were
"many beautiful colors". This stunning picture book spreads Bellen's message of inclusivity, empowerment, and the importance of inspiring
the next generation of leaders. Bellen created the More than Peach movement and crayons to transform the crayon industry and grow
relationships and the way we see our world. And has done just that! This moving book includes back matter about becoming a leader and
improving your community just like Bellen! Her wisdom and self-confidence are sure to encourage any young reader looking to use their voice
to create change.
Escape this winter with the heart-warming and uplifting new novel from the No 1 bestselling author, Giovanna Fletcher 'This book is beautiful'
ZOE BALL 'Lovely, very moving. Giovanna's books are very very relatable' LORRAINE KELLY In the darkness, we all need a little light . . .
________ After Mike loses Pia, his partner of seventeen years, their best friends Vicky and Zaza try to help pick up the pieces. But though
Pia's gone, she left a plan. A list of loving instructions to help Mike and her friends come to terms with their loss. And they're each going to
need it . . . Just-engaged Zaza fears committing any further. Exhausted mother and wife Vicky has lost sight of herself. While Mike just feels
all the colour has gone from his life. When the list sends them trekking to Peru, where high mountains and sweltering rainforests push them to
the brink, all they have to guide them is their faith in Pia and in themselves. But will they learn that anything is possible when you're walking
on sunshine? 'Heartfelt, uplifitng. Her best yet' SUN Praise for Giovanna Fletcher: 'Tons of charm and genuine warmth' Star 'A
heartbreakingly beautiful story about friendship and unrequited love. I was totally and utterly captivated' Paige Toon 'A gorgeous, gloriously
romantic read with buckets of charm - I absolutely loved it!' Jill Mansell 'Warm and romantic, this charming read will certainly brighten up your
day' Closer 'A gorgeously tender, funny and big-hearted novel with wonderful characters you'll fall in love with' Miranda Dickinson
'Wonderfully warm and cosy. The perfect comfort read to curl-up with and enjoy' Ali McNamara
Desc - A Wonderful Teacher Gift Under 10.00!This extra special teacher appreciation notebook or journal is the perfect way to express your
gratitude to the best teacher ever!
The brush pen is mightier than the sword, and way easier to write with. This fun and thorough introduction is perfect for anyone who has seen
beautiful brush-lettered art and wondered how it was done. The popular Calligrapher behind Black Chalk Collective, Emma Witte, takes you
from brush lettering basics to its amazing possibilities. Start with staple strokes that are the foundation of brush lettering, then progress to
forming letters, words, and finished pieces. Learn different lettering styles and how to combine them. Pick up tips and tricks for embellishing
your lettering and arranging your words to create maximum impact. Experiment with advanced techniques and tools such as flourishing,
fauxligraphy, depth effects, watercolor, paint brushes, and more. Finally, try out your new skills on a variety of awesome brush lettering
projects. Youll be wielding your brush pen like a pro in no time!
This box of postcards collects a treasure trove of concept art—many pieces never before published— and final frames from Disney's golden
age of animation, spanning fromSnow White and the Seven Dwarfs in 1937 to One Hundred and One Dalmatians in 1961.
Look for all your favorite characters! This fun Look and Find book features eight colorful and busy scenes, and lists of more challenges at the
end of the book. Perfect quiet entertainment that encourages searching and matching skills.
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Bake like a Disney princess with this adorable cookbook inspired by your favorite animated heroines, such as Belle, Ariel, Moana, and more!
Baking has never been so magical with this charming cookbook featuring over 40 tasty, easy-to-follow recipes inspired by the Disney
princesses. From delicate buttery cookies to fancy, decadent cakes, this cookbook includes all manner of delicious Disney-themed treats.
Whip up a batch of Tiana’s Famous Beignets. Make a cake inspired by Belle’s beautiful golden ball gown. Be a part of Ariel’s world with her
seashell-inspired almond cookies. Featuring full-color photography, suggestions for alternate ingredients, and tips and tricks from some of
your favorite characters, this all-ages cookbook is the perfect way to bring friends and family together with a little Disney baking magic.

Celebrate Mickey Mouse's anniversary with the "Greatest Hits" of his comic strip adventures.
Honest and Outspoken Advice from the Unofficial Experts The Unofficial Guide to Universal Orlando 2021 by Seth
Kubersky is packed with detailed, specific information on every ride, show, and restaurant in the resort. The guide
includes info on where to find the cheapest Universal Orlando admission tickets, how to save big on Universal on-site
hotel rooms and skip the regular lines in the parks, when to visit Universal Orlando for the lightest crowds, and everything
else you need to know for a stress-free Universal Orlando experience. Comprehensive reviews: In-depth critical
assessments of every attraction, including the new Bourne Stuntacular Touring plans: Patented, field-tested touring plans
that literally save you hours in line Hotel recommendations: An up-close look at each Universal resort hotel and how to
get the most out of on-site benefits such as Early Park Admission Dining guide: Ratings and reviews of more than 80
restaurants, including all full-service eateries at the parks and at CityWalk COVID-19 updates: Details on how social
distancing measures have impacted the Universal Orlando Resort Invaluable advice: Best times of year to visit and how
to get around the lines, with details on Universal’s exciting seasonal events such as Halloween Horror Nights and Mardi
Gras The Wizarding World of Harry Potter: Complete coverage of Hogsmeade and Diagon Alley, with updated tips for
experiencing Hagrid’s Magical Creatures Motorbike Adventure Sneak peeks: Learn about the new Jurassic World
VelociCoaster More than 6 million Unofficial Guides have sold!
Bask in the abounding beauty of Utah's wild spaces and wildlife with this breathtaking collection of photographs and
quotes by Utah writers such as Terry Tempest Williams, Edward Abbey, and Everett Ruess. With its sweeping valleys
and towering mountains, its inviting summers and glittering snowscapes, its hiking trails and world-renowned ski slopes,
Utah's soaring heights are, indeed, where life is elevated. Explore these wild spaces through the dramatic and captivating
photography of Ryan Jeffery, which captures Utah's beloved wildness--the wildlife, the national parks, the desert vistas,
and the mountains, all beautifully arrayed in splendor. Quotes from Utah authors such as Terry Tempest Williams,
Edward Abbey, and Everett Ruess are spread throughout the scenes. Each page whisks you away to spaces like no
other--where open skies kiss the silhouette of the landscape that rises to meet it. "May your trails be crooked, winding,
lonesome, dangerous, leading to the most amazing view."
-- Edward Abbey "To be whole. To be complete. Wildness
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reminds us what it means to be human, what we are connected to rather than what we are separate from." -- Terry
Tempest Williams
The internationally acclaimed author and preacher adds to his impressive legacy with a year's worth of devotionals drawn
from his previous writings. Divided into 12 months but not dated for a specific year, this new book promises to become a
perennial favorite.
Now you can organize your precious recipe collection and locate what you are looking for in a flash. "The Recipe
Organizer" will assist you with filing and storing your precious collected recipes plus allow you to keep all of your foodrelated notes and contacts in one safe and convenient place. As well as providing ample space for writing, it also
includes six handy pockets for storing tearsheets plus features an elastic pen holder. This is the perfect gift for
enthusiastic amateur chefs or busy family cooks at a great price.
This Password book is designed to keep all your important website addresses, usernames, and passwords in one secure
and convenient place.The Pages are arranged in alphabetical order, so you can easily and quickly find what you are
looking!!Features: plenty of space: 120 pagesAlphabetized pages Premium matte cover designPerfectly Sized at 6" x 9
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